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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is the analysis of features of strategic marketing planning and the assessment of the
quality of this process in business practice of trading companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). The method
used in assessing the quality of the creation of marketing plans in trading companies was the multivariate
analysis (method of discriminant analysis). Among other things it has been established that marketing
management of trading companies does not create marketing strategies on a formalized and systematic basis. It
has also been established that the possibilities for improving business profitability and timely perception of the
occurrence of unexpected business processes are the two determinants that have the strongest effect on
marketing managers in trading companies and their preparedness to formalize their process of strategic
marketing planning and establish it on a systematic approach.
Keywords: marketing strategy, planning, trading companies
1. Introduction
Regardless of the complexity of their business environment, certain companies at a given moment have better
reactions to market challenges, when compared to their competitors. The thing that represents the source of the
companies’ successfulness and enables them to be more successful than others is the appropriate business
strategy. Bearing in mind the key role which marketing decisions have in the development of market position
and total business performances of the company, one can understand the need for focusing the modern
management on providing the company’s appropriate marketing strategies. In order to successfully manage
business processes under modern business conditions, the management must link marketing and strategy as the
basis for determining long-term goals, setting the guideline for the actions by which the company is led from the
present to the future desired position, and defining the framework for involving resources necessary for
achieving the desired business performances.
Namely, company’s marketing activities should be, on the one hand, based strategically, but on the other hand,
the company’s business strategy needs to be led by the market and customers’ needs with appreciating
competition activities and lines coming from the macro-economic environment.
The process of outlining marketing strategy, its development and implementation are by no means an easy task.
Marketing managers as well as marketing experts and other participants in the development of marketing
strategy face numerous problems. Some of them are: need for a significant hiring of specialized know-how in
different segments of marketing activities, immense activities on organization and realization of constant
generating informational basis for marketing decision making, and significant costs in time and money. However,
regardless of these elements, success under modern business conditions cannot be imagined without strategic
marketing considerations and activities.
2. Literature Overview
Depending on its organizational structure, a company needs to develop corporative marketing strategy (which is
relevant for the entire company), but it is necessary to lower the development of marketing strategy to the level
of strategic business units (certainly, provided that the company organized its business process in such a way).
Marketing strategies that are developed at a corporate level and the level of strategic business units do not
differentiate in fundamental principles on which they are based since individual marketing strategies on the level
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of strategic business units should entirely correspond to the corporate marketing strategy. This is actually the
case of the same basis of marketing strategy that is implemented at two organizational levels. This actually
means that all the stages of creating marketing strategy, meaning all the stages of strategic marketing planning,
should be implemented on both organization levels: from vision, mission and business goals, over the analysis of
internal and external determinants, to the selection of appropriate strategic activities.
Kotler (2001) defines marketing strategy as market oriented strategic planning which is a managerial process of
developing and keeping links between organization goals, sources, and skills, and the changeable market
possibilities. The goals of strategic planning are designing and re-designing companies’ business activities or
their products and services in such a way that companies make the planned profit and growth. In brief, marketing
strategy is a series of related actions that lead to a sustainable competitive advantage. Renko (2005) states some
of the most important definitions of marketing strategy:
1) Marketing strategy is a fundamental framework of present and planned goals, resources, and interactions of
the company with markets, competitors and other environment factors (Hollensen, 2003);
2) Marketing strategy is a fundamental framework which includes present and planned goals, exploiting
company’s resources, and the interaction of the company with markets, competitors, and other environment
factors (Walker, Boyd & Larreche, 1996);
3) Marketing strategy is setting the business goals and purpose of strategic business units, as well as the
resources by which that will be achieved (Baker, 2000).
In the process of creating marketing strategy of trading companies, marketing managers need to obey the
principles and process that are effective in strategic planning in general. However, when defining the content of
certain marketing decisions and activities that are to be implemented, it is necessary to take into consideration
the specific features of marketing processes characteristic of trading companies.
The basic specific features of activities of trading companies are determined by the position of trade in the
reproduction cycle. Namely, trade is a service, primarily work intensive activity and it is a mediator between
manufacture and consumption. It is important for trade to keep its openness towards its environment so that the
role of a mediator between the two sides (manufacture and consumption) could be realized in a high-quality way.
Creation of appropriate marketing instruments is a constant challenge to marketing managers in companies. In
trading companies there are certain specific features that need to be perceived. They are primarily related to
marketing instruments and the creation of their content. These specific features are especially evident in trading
companies in the retail segment. Besides the elements of marketing mix, that also need to be in mind, while
creating marketing operations in trading companies it is necessary to pay attention to a set of other factors out of
which the following should be emphasized (adapted, Omar, 1999):
1) retail outlet location,
2) retail outlet atmosphere,
3) accompanying programs of retail outlet,
4) readiness to help at a retail outlet,
5) communication with customers,
6) personal sale,
7) sales person image,
8) encouraging sales processes.
In the practice of trading companies certain orientations have been given a more definite shape. They are used by
traders in order to differentiate themselves from their competition and to make their position on the market, by
applying different combinations of specific instruments such as: price level, turnover coefficient, service level,
etc. In order to explain the content of these orientations, authors often use certain models such as the matrix of
profit margin and turnover coefficient and the matrix of profit margin and service level thus explaining traders’
marketing strategies (for details see: Lovreta & Petković, 2010).
However, as a specific paradigm for marketing managers in the trading branch is certainly the “boom” made on
the global retail sale market by Wal-Mart. What is interesting in the strengthening of the market position and
growth of market share of this trading “giant” is the fact that in this case the seemingly incompatible relations
were reconciled, meaning the higher level of service is provided for the lower price. It was usually considered
that the level of price and service are directly proportional, i.e. the traders that offer lower prices provide the
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lower level of service and vice versa. Wal-Mart’s successful practice shows that it is possible to build the
profitability based strategy that will allow better level of service at lower prices and in that way harmonize these
two important determinants of market positioning of trading companies.
It is evident that marketing in general, especially trade marketing, due to the direct contact trading companies
with customers, has one of the key roles in creating new trends and determining development lines of many
processes. Therefore, innovativeness and creativity are the necessary elements of creating and planning strategic
marketing processes in trading companies. It is a creative process, by no means a stereotype procedure. Certainly,
one must respect certain procedures that are characteristic of strategic planning, but defining the content of
marketing activities is primarily innovative and creative work.
3. Research Methodology
Aim of the research: To establish the key features and evaluate the quality of the process of strategic marketing
planning in trading companies in BiH.
Research hypotheses:
H1 - The process of strategic marketing planning in the business practice of trading companies in BiH is not
based on systematic and strategic principles;
H2 - Formalization of the process and the systematic approach to the creation of marketing strategy have a
significant influence on the quality of marketing plans.
Data collection: The data presented in the following part of the paper are the result of the primary research (field
research) and they are collected by the survey method (technique of written structural survey, the data collection
form being a questionnaire). The data was collected from a sample of 60 subjects (trading companies) selected
by the principle of randomly sampled. The questionnaire was filled in by top marketing managers in trading
companies. The referential framework for the selection of sample units included the data from the register of the
Indirect Taxation Authority of Bosnia and Herzegovina (ITA). This institution, along with the Agency for
Statistics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, has the data on all the business subjects in BiH. A total number of
companies in the ITA register on January 31, 2010 was 199,865. The three-step screening was used as follows:
first, inactive companies were eliminated; then the companies in which trade is the primary activity were
selected (more than 50% of the revenue in the structure of total revenue is realized in trade); finally, trading
companies with 20 or more employees were selected to represent a sample. Selection fraction of 6.5% assured
that the sample belongs to the category of large samples. Data collection started at the end of February 2010, and
it was over in mid November 2010. The rejection level was 25%. The collected data was first entered in the
excel tables, and later imported into SPSS Statistics 19.0 for the discriminant analysis.
4. Result Analysis and Discussion
Variables analyzed in the paper are features of the process of strategic marketing planning and they represent an
independent variable (the indicators for measuring an independent variable are given in Figure 1). On the other
hand, the dependent variable which is analyzed is the effect/output of the process of strategic marketing planning
(the indicators used for measuring the dependent variable are given in Table 1 and Figure 2). The method of the
evaluation of the marketing planning process is outlined by the method which McDonald (2004) presented in his
book Marketing plans-How to Prepare Them, How to Use Them, with certain adaption to the specificities of the
trading companies’ business activities.
4.1 Features of Strategic Marketing Planning in Trading Companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Business practice of trading companies in BiH is characterized, among other things, the lack of the key
determinants of the strategic marketing planning process. The illustration of the condition of marketing planning
by observed features in the practice of trading companies in BiH is presented in Figure 1. For example, data
collection on strengths and weaknesses that exist within companies, as well as on the conditions and threats from
the environment, followed by their analysis are poorly represented in the practice of trading companies in BiH.
In other words, out of the total number of the subjects, the collection and analysis of the mentioned data is
present in only 27.12% of the trading companies surveyed. On the other hand, it is important to mention that
these elements present, among other things, the foundation of strategic marketing planning.
By observing only the subjects answering that their companies collect and analyze the data on strengths and
weaknesses within the company, as well as on the opportunities and threats in the surrounding, all of them
emphasized that the analyses made in this way have an influence on the decision making process. Through an
informal discussion with the decision makers, it has been established that such analyses have a significant role in
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the process of generatingg decisions an
nd reducing rissk. By observinng further the same segmentt of subjects, iit has
been estabblished that in a smaller num
mber of tradingg companies (66.25%) such an
nalyses are seeen as an attackk on a
certain secctor within thhe company and/or
a
someonne’s personal interest, not only as an atttempt to promote
business.
A large poortion of the total number of marketing mannagers of tradiing companiess surveyed (61..67%) believess that
their markketing goals aree neither clearlly determined nor harmonizeed with the tottal business goals of the com
mpany.
It is a rathher concerning fact that only
y one third of tthe total numbber of trading companies
c
surrveyed have a clear
strategy foor achieving m
marketing goalss. Also, only 550.0% of the tootal marketing
g managers surrveyed believee that
authorizatiions and respoonsibilities in achieving maarketing goals in their comp
panies are nott clearly deleggated,
while 1.677% of the totall number of su
ubjects could nnot state their opinion
o
on thiss issue. A relattively high levvel of
75.0% of all
a the subjects state that theere is consent between indivvidual managem
ment levels onn the set markketing
goals. On the other hannd, the presen
nce of controll mechanisms which assuree the realization of the plaanned
marketing goals is not aat an enviable level since onnly 41.67% of the trading co
ompanies havee the mechanissm of
evaluationn of marketing goals of busin
ness.

m
plannning in tradingg companies in
n BiH (Authorr’s research)
Figgure 1. Features of strategic marketing
Legend:
gths and weaknessses that exist withhin the
1. Is there anny person in your company who is in charge of colleecting and analyziing data on streng
company as well
w as on the oppportunities and threeats from the enviironment?
1a. Does theiir analysis have ann effect in decision
n making (only the subjects who ressponded “Yes” to question 1)?
1b. Is the atm
mosphere in the ccompany such thaat the total and acccurate analysis iss considered as an
n attempt to prom
mote business, nott as an
attack on a ceertain sector or someone’s personall interests (only the subjects who ressponded “Yes” to question 1)?
2. Are the maarketing goals cleaarly determined an
nd harmonized wiith the total busineess goals of the co
ompany?
3. Are there clear
c
strategies forr achieving these marketing
m
goals?
4. Are there enough
e
resources for the realization
n of the set goals?
5. Are the auuthorizations and rresponsibilities in achieving marketiing goals clearly delegated?
d
6. Is there consent in the comppany between all th
he levels of managgement regarding the set marketing
g goals?
c
mechanism
ms in your compan
ny which provide the realization off the planned mark
keting goals?
7. Are there control
8. Does the innternal communiccation in your com
mpany function succcessfully?
9. Are there problems
p
and diffi
ficulties in commu
unication between marketing and othher sectors (deparrtments) in the com
mpany?
10. Is there a back-up plan in ccase the set marketing goals are not fulfilled?

The subjeects emphasizzed that theree are significaant problems and difficultties in commuunication betw
ween
marketing and other secctors (departm
ments) in the coompany. Out of the total nu
umber of subjects, 60.0% oof the
trading coompanies emphhasized this problem. The m
meaning of pllanning is, am
mong other thinngs, to preparee the
company to act in critiical situations. This elemennt largely refleects the succeessfulness of the
t total plannning,
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especially of the segment of marketing planning. The situation related to this issue is extremely bad in the
trading companies in BiH. Namely, only 16.67% of the total number of the trading companies surveyed has a
back-up plan in case the set marketing goals are not fulfilled.
4.2 Evaluation of the Quality of the Strategic Marketing Planning Process in Trading Companies in Bosnia and
Herzegovina
By observing all the subjects, it can be concluded that marketing managers of trading companies in BiH are
significantly divided when it comes to the question whether their approach to marketing planning assures that
they have a high level of harmonization of their individual marketing activities. It is confirmed by the average
evaluation of this relation of 3.0 (on a 1 to 5 scale) and the standard deviation of 1.38. More detailed data on
subjects’ evaluation regarding the quality of their process of marketing planning and their marketing plans are
given in Table 1. By observing the average situation for all the subjects, a general conclusion can be reached that
the existing process of marketing planning does not significantly allow the management of trading companies to
identify unexpected events in advance (the average grade is 2.83 and the standard deviation is 1.3). These are
two rather illustrative determinants which show the quality of the marketing planning process and the quality of
the marketing plans as the result of the process which is present in the business practice of trading companies in
BiH.
Table 1. Evaluation of the quality of the marketing planning process and marketing plans in trading companies in
BiH
Ord. no.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Statements (observed features)
Our approach to marketing planning assures that we get a high level of harmonization of our individual marketing
activities.
Our process of marketing planning enables us to identify unexpected events in advance.
When we face unexpected events, our process of marketing planning decreases the risk of unreasonable actions to
the minimum.
Marketing plans decreases conflicts between managers regarding the question “where the company should go.”
Due to the marketing plan we have better communication between the organization units in the company regarding
the marketing-related issues.

x



3.00

1.38

2.83

1.30

2.70

1.18

3.31

1.37

3.42

1.36

6.

Our process of marketing planning forces management to think of the future systematically.

3.33

1.58

7.

Marketing plan allows us to successfully adapt the resources to the circumstances.

3.82

1.05

8.

Marketing plan gives us a useful framework for constant checks of advancement.

3.73

1.02

9.

On the basis of marketing planning we developed more profitable marketing strategies.

3.22

1.14

Legend: x - average grade of the situation in one’s own company by the indicated statements in the 1-5 interval (1-absolutely disagree,
5-absolutely agree);  - standard deviation.
Source: Author’s research.

Marketing managers of trading companies think that the greatest value of their marketing plans has so far been
reflected in the fact that these plans enabled them to successfully adapt the resources to the circumstances.
However, if we take into consideration the fact that the average grade of the best rated aspect of the quality of
marketing planning is 3.82 (the standard deviation 1.05), it is evident that the total quality of the strategic
marketing planning process is not at a satisfactory level and that it cannot generate the strengthening of
competitive advantages of trading companies on today’s ever demanding market.
Another aspect of business activities in which marketing plans proved to be most successful for marketing
managers in trading companies, can be seen in the fact that these plans give a useful framework for constant
checks of progress. Also, an average grade of this aspect of the quality of marketing planning is at a relatively
low level and it is 3.73 (the standard deviation 1.02).
The lowest graded aspect of the quality of the marketing planning process in trading companies in BiH, with the
average grade of 2.70 (the standard deviation of 1.18), is the absence of marketing managers’ possibilities to
timely perceive unexpected events and to minimize the decisions risk under such circumstances. The average
grades ranging 3.22 to 3.42 were given to the remaining observed aspects of the quality of the marketing
planning process in trading companies in BiH (possibilities to develop profitable strategies on the basis of
marketing planning; then reaching consensus within the management structure regarding the question “where
should the company go in terms of business”; management orientation to think of the company’s future on the
systematic basis; possibilities to improve the quality of communication between the organization units in the
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company related
r
to the hharmonization of certain marrketing activities).
4.3 Analyssis of the Effects of the Marke
keting Planningg Process
Based on ten
t dependentt variables pressented in Figuure 2, the qualiity was measu
ured of the resuults (output) oof the
marketing planning proccess in trading companies. O
Out of the totall number of th
he marketing managers
m
of traading
companiess in BiH surveyyed, a quarter believes that ttheir process of marketing pllanning does not
n give approppriate
results, as they think thhat their comp
panies miss chhances on the market. The remaining thrree quarters oof the
subjects beelieves that their companies do not miss cchances to makke profit. A siignificant num
mber of the subbjects
(23.33%) think
t
that theiir long-term pllanning looks like a set (grooup) of meaningless numberrs. Out of the total
number off the subjects, 18.33% of thee marketing managers believves that their marketing
m
goalls are unreasonnably
set, and ass many as 60.0% believes that they lackk practical maarket informatiion. The data for all the traading
companiess by all depenndant variablees are given in Figure 2 which
w
illustrattively shows the profile off the
marketing planning outpput.

Figure 2.
2 Evaluation oof the output of
o the marketinng planning proocess in tradin
ng companies inn BiH (Authorr’s
rresearch)
The right side of the figgure shows th
he level in whhich marketingg managers off trading comppanies do not have
problems in
i planning annd the scope in
n which the maarketing planniing process is good. Oppositte that, the leftt side
of the figuure shows thee level in which the marketting planning process show
ws disadvantagges and downssides.
Besides thhe lack of prractical market information that is preseent in 60.0% of the subjeccts, the next large
disadvantaage of the resuults of the maarketing planniing process inn trading comp
panies is evideent in the factt that
41.67% off them believees that a large portion of theeir expenditurees for promotio
on is the wasteed money. Besides
that, a largge disadvantagge of the mark
keting planningg process is thhe fact that thee created markketing plans doo not
provide suufficient “prottection” of thee company aggainst the channges in business environmeent, that is, timely
adaption too new challennges and mark
ket demands. Inndeed, one off the roles of marketing
m
planns is to preparre the
company to
t changes andd challenges coming
c
from tthe surroundinng. Out of the total number of the subjectts, in
36.67% off the trading coompanies mark
keting plans diid not fulfill thhis role. In 31.6
67% of the tradding companiees the
marketing planning proccess did not su
uit to the issue of efficient annd effective maanagement of selection of gooods,
while in 26.67%
2
of thee trading comp
panies the rolee of marketingg plans was not
n realized inn term of the price
policy.
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4.4 Discriminant Analysis of the Quality of Marketing Planning in Trading Companies in Bosnia and
Herzegovina
In the following part of the paper, applying the multivariate analysis (the method of discriminant analysis), we
shall establish whether there is a difference in the quality of the marketing planning process and marketing plans
for the subjects that have a systematic approach and formalized strategic marketing plan (in the form of a
document) and for the subjects that do not have such an approach to the marketing planning process. In this case
the category variable is the possession of the strategic marketing plan as a document (categories: 0-does not
possess, 1-possesses). The independent variables are the aspects of the quality of the marketing planning process
and marketing plans measured on a 1 to 5 scale (Table 1).
The first important parameter in this analysis is the value of Wilks’ Lambda (Wilks’λ), Table 2. This parameter
is used for testing the hypothesis on the statistical significance of the model of discriminant analysis. Since
Sig.=0.000, it can be concluded that the given model of discriminant analysis is statistically significant.
Table 2. Wilks’ Lambda (author’s calculation)
Test of Function(s)

Wilks’ Lambda

Chi-square

df

Sig.

1

.501

36.991

9

.000

Table 3 presents the value of canonical correlation. This coefficient, i.e. its square value is used for measuring
the ratio of disciminant function and the category variable. Since the square of the canonical correlation in this
particular case is 0.7062 = 0.498436, it can be established that 49.84% of variance of the dependant variable
explains the discriminant model.
Table 3. Value of canonical correlation (author’s calculation)
Function

Eigenvalue

% of Variance

Cumulative %

Canonical Correlation

1

.997a

100.0

100.0

.706

Note: a. First 1 canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis.

In the following table we wanted to assess the ability of the model to predict whether the management of trading
companies, based on their past experience in marketing planning and the realized effects of their past marketing
plans, decide to formalize their strategic marketing planning, meaning to create a document which will include
the strategic marketing plan. Based on the data provided in Table 4 (see the note in the last line of the table), it is
possible to calculate the quotient of guesses (51+6)/(51+2+1+6) = 0.95  95%.
Table 4. Results of classification (author’s calculation)
Predicted Group Membership
Independent variable
Original

Count
%

.00

1.00

Total

.00

51

2

1.00

1

6

53
7

.00

96.2

3.8

100.0

1.00

14.3

85.7

100.0

Note: a. 95,0% of original grouped cases correctly classified.

It is important for further analysis to consider the data given in Table 5. Namely, the data enable us to determine
the influence of certain effects (evaluation aspects) of the marketing planning process and marketing plans on the
commitment of marketing managers in trading companies to create a document which will include the strategic
marketing plan. Based on the values given in the Sig. column, which are less than 0.05 for all independent
variables, it can be concluded that the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning that there is no equality of the average
value for each independent variable for the subjects who create the document which includes the strategic
marketing plan and the subjects who do not do that. This actually means that there is a statistically significant
difference between the companies that have the formalized process of strategic marketing planning and those
that do not have it in all the observed aspects of the evaluation of the quality of marketing plans.
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Table 5. Equality test of the average values of the observed variables for two groups of subjects (author’s
calculation)
Wilks’

Variables

F

df1

df2

Sig.

.717

22.895

1

58

.000

.677

27.735

1

58

.000

Depend _3 When we face unexpected events, our process of marketing planning decreases the .759

18.440

1

58

.000

.802

14.294

1

58

.000

Depend _5 Due to the marketing plan we have better communication between the organization .817

12.988

1

58

.001

.851

10.188

1

58

.002

Depend _7 Marketing plan allows us to successfully adapt the resources to the circumstances. .829

11.944

1

58

.001

Depend _8 Marketing plan gives us a useful framework for constant checks of advancement.

.794

15.044

1

58

.000

Depend _9 On the basis of marketing planning we developed more profitable marketing

.669

28.672

1

58

.000

Lambda

Depend _1 Our approach to marketing planning assures that we get a high level of
harmonization of our individual marketing activities.
Depend _2 Our process of marketing planning enables us to identify unexpected events in
advance.
risk of unreasonable actions to the minimum.
Depend _4 Marketing plans decreases conflicts between managers regarding the question
“where the company should go.”
units in the company regarding the marketing-related issues.
Depend _6 Our process of marketing planning forces management to think of the future
systematically.

strategies.
Depend-Dependant variable

Table 6 shows the values of structural correlation (discriminant intensity). The values of discriminant intensities
for all independent variables are higher that 0.3, which means that all independent variables have the practical
value, meaning that they have the influence on the decision of marketing managers in trading companies
regarding the formalization of the strategic marketing planning process. In literature, the value 0.3 is taken as the
empirical limit for respecting the mentioned influence.
Table 6. Structural matrix (author’s calculation)
Variables

Function 1

Depend _9 On the basis of marketing planning we developed more profitable marketing strategies.

.704

Depend_2 Our process of marketing planning enables us to identify unexpected events in advance.

.693

Depend_1 Our approach to marketing planning assures that we get a high level of harmonization of our individual

.629

marketing activities.
Depend_3 When we face unexpected events, our process of marketing planning decreases the risk of unreasonable actions .565
to the minimum.
Depend_8 Marketing plan gives us a useful framework for constant checks of advancement.

.510

Depend_4 Marketing plans decreases conflicts between managers regarding the question “where the company should go.” .497
Depend_5 Due to the marketing plan we have better communication between the organization units in the company

.474

regarding the marketing-related issues.
Depend_7 Marketing plan allows us to successfully adapt the resources to the circumstances.

.455

Depend_6 Our process of marketing planning forces management to think of the future systematically.

.420

Pooled within-groups correlations between discriminating variables and standardized canonical discriminant functions.
Variables ordered by absolute size of correlation within function;
Depend-DEPENDANT VARIABLE

The aspects of the evaluation of the quality of the marketing planning process and quality of marketing plans
whose discriminant intensities are ranged in the interval form 0.3 to 0.6 are considered to represent moderate
predictors. If the value is higher than 0.6, it is considered that the given variable represents a strong predictor. In
the specific case, based on the value of discriminant intensities, it can be concluded that the profitability of
certain marketing strategies and possibility to identify unexpected events in advance are the two elements which
have the largest influence on the readiness of marketing managers in trading companies to formalize their
process of strategic marketing planning.
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5. Conclusion
In modern business conditions, marketing managers, if they want to improve their business performances, need
to establish the process of strategic marketing planning on formalized and systematic bases. This is confirmed by
the results of this research into the business practice of trading companies in BiH.
Namely, the research results show that over 60.0% of the trading companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina have
neither clearly determined/identified marketing goals of business nor are they harmonized with their total
business goals. It is completely understandable then that in these companies we have not identified the clear
strategy for achieving business goals. Besides that, 83.33% of the trading companies do not have a back-up plan
in case the set marketing goals of business are not realized. Also, 72.88% of the trading companies do not have
an employee who is specifically in charge of collecting and analyzing the data on strengths and weaknesses that
exist within the company, as well as the data on the opportunities and threats in the environment. All the
mentioned indicators, among others, represent the basic elements of the high-quality process of creating a
marketing strategy. However, they are poorly present in the business practice of the trading companies observed.
In this was the first research hypothesis has been confirmed, that is, the strategic marketing planning process in
business practice of trading companies in BiH is not based on systematic and strategic principles.
On the other hand, it is understandable that such process of strategic marketing planning generates numerous
problems that, among others, reflect in the lack of practical market information, which has been registered in
60.0% of trading companies. Besides, a large portion of expenses for promotion for 41.67% of the trading
companies is actually the waste of money. For 36.37% of the trading companies it has been established that they
are less able to successfully meet the challenges which are the results of the environment changes.
By the discriminant analysis the second research hypothesis has been confirmed. Namely, it has been established
that there is a statistically significant difference between the companies which have the formalized process of
strategic marketing planning and those which do not have it by all nine observed aspects of the evaluation of the
quality of marketing plans. The possibility to improve business profitability, then possibility for timely
identification of unexpected activities, and possibility to ensure a high level of harmonization of individual
marketing activities with the total marketing goals are the key features that significantly determine the difference
in the quality of the strategic marketing planning process between the trading companies with the formalized and
systematic approach to creating marketing plans and the trading companies without such approach.
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